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I« Possibilities and Legal, Instruments for Harmonization

At the end of 1976 there were 168 nuclear power stations

with a total capacity of 79 075 MW® *-n operation throughout

the world, with altogether 1 064 years of operation. A

further 195 nuclear power stations with a total capacity

of 175 751 MNe are under construction. The wealth of

experience gained seems to justify the idea of an inter-

national harmonization of licensing regulations.

Harmonization is, however, not an end in itself. Xt should

lead to rationalization, serve aspects of economic policy

and rules of competition and, last not least, bring its

influence to bear on an effective protection against

nuclear emission and danger.

1, Possibilities for a harmonization of licensing

regulations

The term "licensing regulations" contains in a strictly

legal sense all the requirements for licensing a plant,

based on the appropriate legal regulations, but it also
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embraces the area of sociological legal procedures.

Therefore, within the framework of creating» as far as

possible, equal living and economic conditions, the

guarantee of uniform environmental standards is of

special importance. The term environmental standards

must be taken in its widest sense and must not be

limited to technical requirements. Rather, in the present

context environmental standards mean everything con-

cerning the legal rights of the public and the individual

in connection with the peaceful exploitation of nuclear

energy. Besides the technical protection against

emission and danger the comprehensive meaning of

environmental standard includes also the legal position

of the population, of special interest groups and of

individuals with regard to their procedural legal rights.

Obviously efforts of harmonization on this scale and in

this direction are difficult to carry out. In my

opinion the prerequisite would be a political background

of uniform principles with the same constitutional

basic situation. The hope of finding
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these prior conditions must be regarded as illusionary

for the foreseeable future. Therefore this paper shall

not speak of harmonization on such a scale.

As a further aim of harmonizing the licensing regulations,

the establishing of equal possibilities of access to the

economic potential of peaceful exploitation of nuclear

energy must be mentioned. The licensing regulations have

a considerable cost effect on the construction and

operation of nuclear energy plants and could in certain

circumstances have a prohibitive effect on the plant

equipment trade, due to too large differences in the

level of requirements. A harmonization could give all

the nations concerned an equal chance, i e equal terms,

to profit from the cost advantages which are offered by

peaceful exploitation of nuclear energy in various areas.

In viev of the growing international exchange of plants

and technology, the freedom of goods traffic through

reduction of technical barriers to trade must be considered

as an important aim of harmonization.
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2. Legal instruments for harmonization of licensing

regulations

a) Internationally

In the present state of juridiction one can expect

efforts towards harmonization practically only by

activities within the framework of the IAEO. For

large-scale harmonization of the licensing regulations

with the aim of uniform obligatory legal and technical

regulations, there is no legal basis which alone could

provide the institutional firame for such a project.

As with the liability agreements, international

legal agreements about the licensing of nuclear

energy plants would be needed. Since the object of

licensing laws is a regulation concerning public

safety and order, it is a matter for the sovereignty

of the individual states.

i
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A partial delegating of sovereignty can be found,

however,in the European Treaties. For the usefulness

of this delegation to assimilate licensing regulations

the following points are valid: " '

a) Article 100 EEC Treaty

Because of the immediate and exclusively competitive

aim of Article 100 EEC Treaty, the application of

„this rule can achieve only a partial legal

harmonization, namely the freedom of goods traffic.

The creation of equal living conditions, although

an important political aim of the Community, cannot

be based on a harmonization guideline according to

Article 100 EEC Treaty.

The aspect of creating equal access to the economic
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potential of peaceful exploitation of nuclear

energy does not give authority to the Commun, ty

to issue a harmonization guideline.

Article 100 EEC Treaty presumes that different

national legal or administration! regulations have

an immediate effect on the functioning or the

establishing of the Common Market. It is

sufficient, but also necessary, that at least in

one member country a legal or administrative rule

exists which restrains trading across the borders.

If we consider that the exploitation of the

economic potential of nuclear energy and therefore

the question of access to this potentdal concerns

first of all the national economies, it becomes

clear that different licensing regulations —

because of their economic functioning - cannot be

harmonized on the basis of Article 100.
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From the requirement of a direct influence on the

Common Market follows that harmonization can only

be extended to the requirements on the properties

of products, but not to places of production or

to production processes. It cannot be denied ~

that different requirements with regard to protection

against nuclear emission and danger have an effect

on the cost of generating electricity. This leads

therefore to competitive effects within the frame-

work of the European interconnected network. The

costs of different requirements for the protection

of the environment, however, effect the functioning

of the Common Market only indirectly via the cost

of generating electricity, so that Article 100

EEC Treaty does not become operative under the

aspect of equal access to the economic potential

of nuclear energy.
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There are no reservations regarding the application

of Article 100 under the aspects of a free exchange

of goods by the reduction of technical barriers to

trade. The goods traffic with regard to hardware

and technology could be promoted considerably by

equal standards of licensing regulations in the

Member States. This might certainly have a positive

effect on the production of components as well as

on the efforts of individual Member States to

standardize components and plants«

b) Article 30 ff. Euratom Treaty

The possibility to lay down basic standards for

the protection of the public and the workforce

against tlie health hazards from ionizing radiation

is without doubt an important instrument in

harmonizing licensing regulations. It seems doubt-

ful that the existing basic standards in connection

with Article 37 Euratom Treaty, which ensures their

observation with regard to individual plants, are

still capable to produce the intended harmonization

in the administrative practices-of the individual

Member States when applying the present state of -
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science and technology. The numerical yardstick

in the basic standards for permissible exposure to

radiation is no longer applied because of much

stricter protective regulations in some Member States.

The extend to which a growing number of Member States

have their own regulations undermines the already-

achieved level of harmonization.

c) Article 235 E E C Treaty, Article 203 Euratom Treaty

Article 30 Euratom Treaty gives only limited

authorization. Other standards than those mentioned

above which would be suitable for harmonizing laws

in the field of nuclear licensing regulations are

not provided for in the European Treaties. There-

fore it is only possible to take recourse to

additions to the Treaty
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in accordance with Article 235 E E C Treaty,

Article 203 Euratom Treaty. As far as the legal

instruments are concerned a recent publication can

serve as a model: "Commission Proposal for a Council

Regulation concerning the introduction of a

Community consultation procedure in respect of

power stations likely to affect the territory of

another Member State."

I do not want to raise the question whether the

mentioned EEC and Euratom regulations actually

authorize the issue of legal decrees of the kind

discussed above. Rather I presuppose that in this

regard there are no problems at the level of

primary Community Law.

If one looks for possibilities for appropriate

additions which could provide a legal basis for

harmonizing legal nuclear licensing regulations

within the Community it must
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not be overlooked that only those additions can

be considered in which the aims of the Community

are sufficiently clearly formulated in the individual

treaties. This is the case for all harmonization

aims as far as these cannot be obtained via

Article 100 EEC Treaty, especially for guaranteeing

uniform environmental standards and creating equal

access to the economic potential of nuclear energy.

II. Possibilities for Harmonization

After pointing out the aims and the legal instruments

for the harmonization of licensing regulations it

seems expedient to bring to mind the main

endeavours for harmonization which are going on

today. Harmonization is a complex process, covering

diverse subjects. If it is to be
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successful, this diversity must duely be taken

into account.

The item of harmonization in connection with the

greatest possible assimilation of licensing

regulations, must basically be distinguished between

harmonization of legal and administrative regulations

on the one hand and harmonization of technical

regulations and standards on the other.

1* Harmonization of legal regulations

As I have already pointed out above, a legal-

institutional valid basis for partial harmonization

of licensing regulations exists only within the

European Communities. X have drawn attention to

Article 30 Euratom Treaty in this connection. In

view of the fact that the Member States intended

to make basic standards for health protection

immediately valid in the form of
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European legal instruments, it is disappointing

that within the framework of practical administrative

application of these basic standards, the intentions

of harmonization have remained ineffective.

These experiences with valid legal decrees raise

some doubt if additions coining only from the

Member States will lead to a greater success in

harmonization. It seems doubtful whether the

proposed regulation for establishing a Common

Consultation Procedure "for power stations would

be suitable to further the harmonization of

licensing regulations. Because of the precedent

in Article 37 Euratom Treaty and the relative

legal ineffectiveness of the activities of the

Community institutions provided for in that

article and the above mentioned regulation, I

do not think the time is ripe for further steps

for harmonization in the field of legal regulations.

The Member States' thinking

: I

j !



is still very much rooted in their own individual

sovereignty. The legal systems in the individual

states with regard to their structures are not yet

sufficiently uniform. It is therefore unrealistic»

in my opinion, to expect the harmonization of

licensing regulations on the basis of legal

regulations within the next decades.

2. Harmonization of technical regulations and standards

In contrast to the legal regulations, serious actions

for the harmonization of licensing requirements are

taking place internationally as well as within the

European Communities.

Early on it was recognized on the international level

that the exploitation of nuclear energy in a way

favourable to the environment and exclusively for

peaceful purposes
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can only be guaranteed in the long term if the

necessary safeguarding of plants to protect the

workforce and the general public is established

worldwide and a misuse of fissionable material

is prevented. Quite early, the IAEO which regards

these objectives as its key task, developed its

activities in th£s direction by working out

recommendations to many topical questions. A

concept was lacking, however, a root from which

a comprehensive set of rules could have developed.

The nations' common interest in a comprehensive set

of safety regulations for nuclear power stations

was taken up by the IAEO and provided the basis for

the "Nuclear Safety Standards Programme". In the

implementation of the programme national regulationss

guidelines and codes of practice are utilized as

the basis for a comprehensive set of rules to do

justice, as far as possible, to the different

approaches.
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There are three different types of documents,

- so-called Safety Codes in which targets and

minimum requirements are laid down. These

codes must be observed in order to guarantee

sufficient safety for the plants, their systems

and components ;

- so-called Safety Guides which show ways of

fulfilling the requirements laid down in the

Codes ;

- so-called Users Manuals, mainly for the

operators, which show solutions to special

problems and which are therefore complementary

to the existing Codes and Guides.

In accordance with the comprehensive target of the
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programme the investigations include questions of

site, design, operation, quality assurance and

supervision by the authorities.

The programme has been operating since 197*1;

because of the extensive range of tasks its

execution is programmed over a long time«

Within the European Communities the Commission

started a Working Party in 1972 with the target of

systematic harmonization. The Working Party is

concerned with methods of safety analysis, criteria,

rules and guidelines. It is the long-term

intention to iiarmonize gradually the different

national safety technologies which hinder the

exchange of trade, impede the licensing procedures

and can lead to differences regarding the

protection of the public. To achieve this
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target the following problems are considered

by the Working Party:

- the extent of technical safety evaluation

- the examination of different methods in

analyzing important system designs

- questions of selecting sites

- connections between safety requirements - which

result from methods of evaluation - and the

rules and guidelines for planning, construction,

operation and repeat tests.

The activity of the Tiorking Party has so far shown

that in spite of an equally high level of technology

and safety philosophy in the individual states of

the European Community there is a great difference

of opinion in the evaluation of individual questions

of safety.
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The differences of opinion also forced the Working

Party to extensive preparations concerning definitions.

In addition, the Working Party had to collect all the

national technical miles and standards.

The value of the mentioned harmonization efforts

will only show after a longer period of time,

because the work is still in its beginning.

Additionally« there is the danger that national

activities in the setting up of rules and standards

will impede harmonization on an international level«

Therefore, with your permission, I want to give you

finally some basic thoughts how the supra-national

attempts ati harmonization can, in my view, be

channelled and guided in such a way as to make them

most effective.
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3. Possibilities for carrying out supra-national

harmonization efforts

In all supra-national harmonization efforts it

seems to me fundamental and indispensable to start

from more general concepts and arrive at detailed

requirements by deduction. Xt follows that the

emphasis of harmonization should be on finding and

strengthening a universally accepted philosophy for

design and risks. The technical philosophies are

of fundamental importance for harmonizing all

further technical and legal regulations, because

they provide in the end the real level of safety.

Two essential requirements must be made regarding

a harmonized safety philosophy:

- the safety philosophy must be plausible

technically and from the engineering point of

view,

- it must be accepted by specialists and

polititians of the community of nations
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and not only be acceptable.

Besides its technical importance the safety philo-

sophy also has a political-sociological dimension.

Harmonization on this level therefore presupposes

a harmonization of* the considerations and convictions

on which acceptance is based. On the one hand, this

seems to be the great problem, but on the other hand,

this also provides a great opportunity to achieve

in the long term a harmonization in the legal and the

technical realm. Through harmonization of safety-

philosophical concepts the harmonization of legal

regulations can more easily be effected. This follows

from the dual nature of the safety philosophy as a

factor evolving a yardstick in a techxLcal as well as

in a legal and moral sense.

If such an accepted safety philosophy exists, the

harmonization of legal
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and technical regulations becomes a process of

a consistent realization of principles.

The difficulties which may then result are

essentially due to the existing amount of legal

and technical regulations on a national level.

The present situation - independent of the legal

situation in individual states - is characterized

by technical regulations on a national level being

mere mature and more detailed than the present

harmonization results on the supra-national level.

If lasting difficulties should not remain -

difficulties which largely stem from the involvement

of institutions - it will be necessary in the long term

to come to a division of tasks between national and

supra-national preparation of rules and guidelines

within the framework of a harmonized programme.

In this concept the individual states should in their

preparation of technical rules and their work on

detailed questions interpret the «guidelines in a

concrete form. In this connection I would like to

point out the work of the Nuclear Technical Committee

(KTA) in the FRG. Such concretizing and detailed work



could sufficiently take into consideration the

special characteristics, such as site conditions

and the economic demand situation in the individual

states. Wider-ranging basic question; concerning

design calculations, e g in the sense of safety-

criteria', should be reserved to supra-national action.

X am aware that the indicated basic approaches to

achieve a sensible order in the question of

preparing technical rules and standards are far

removed from the present possibilities for a

realization. This should not prevent the necessary-

political decisions being taken in the interest

of creating equal living and economic conditions.

Surely, it should be possible 'to achieve partial

results by agreements between individual authorities

in the preparation of rules and guidelines.

However, to materialize an all-embracing concept

.which alone can be the starting base for
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the harmonization of licensing regulations, it will

no doubt need acceptance of" the necessity, realization

of-the possibilities of success for such procedure

and political courage.

^


